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EARLY AGRICULTURE IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS


Wetland research in northern Belize provides the earliest evidence for development of agriculture in the Maya Lowlands. Pollen data confirm the introduction of maize and manioc before 3000 B.C. Dramatic deforestation, beginning ca. 2500 B.C. and intensifying in wetland environments ca. 1500–1300 B.C., marks an expansion of agriculture, which occurred in the context of a mixed foraging economy. By 1000 B.C. a rise in groundwater levels led farmers to construct drainage ditches coeval with the emergence of Maya complex society ca. 1000–400 B.C. Field manipulations often involved minor modifications of natural hummocks. Canal systems are not as extensive in northern Belize as previously reported, nor is there evidence of artificially raised planting platforms. By the Classic period, wetland fields were flooded and mostly abandoned.

Las investigaciones sobre las regiones de suelos húmedos o pantanosos del norte de Belice ofrecen las primeras evidencias del desarrollo de la agricultura maya. La información paleoecológica que se encontró en los pantanos de Belice confirma el uso de maníoca y maíz antes del año 3000 a.C., mientras que el periodo alrededor de los años 2500–1300 a.C. se distingue por una gran expansión agrícola que ha quedado marcada por un episodio de drástica deforestación que incluyó el cultivo de pantanos. Estos cambios ecológicos tuvieron lugar en el contexto de una economía de forrajeo. Aproximadamente en el año 1000 a.C. el nivel freático subió creando la necesidad de la construcción de canales de drenaje, contemporánea con la emergencia de la compleja infraestructura en la sociedad maya en los años 1000–400 a.C. Este desarrollo incluye pequeñas modificaciones en la topografía. Nuestra investigación encontró que el sistema de canales no es tan extenso en el norte de Belice como previamente se reportó, e incluso no se encontraron evidencias de plataformas agrícolas artificiales. Durante el horizonte Clásico los campos de suelos húmedos fueron inundados y en su mayoría abandonados.

Well-preserved botanical food remains from caves in semiarid, highland areas of Mexico (Flannery 1986; MacNeish 1964) have shaped much of our view of the agricultural basis of early societies in Mesoamerica (Figure 1). The traditional view was that agriculture emerged in the highlands by 5000 B.C. and spread much later to the lowlands. More recently, a reevaluation of developments in highland regions indicates that the origin and spread of agriculture are not as well understood as originally thought (Fritz 1994; Long et al. 1989). Current interpretations indicate that sedentary communities existed in the highlands as early as the sixth millennium B.C. (Niederberger 1979), but cultigens such as maize (Zea mays) appeared no earlier than ca. 3500 B.C. (Fritz 1994; Long et al. 1989) and at Patzcuaro perhaps as late as 1500 B.C. (O’Hara et al. 1993). Complex society, including structures suggesting the emergence of political control, developed mostly after 1500–1200 B.C.
Until recently archaeologists have known little about the origin and evolution of agriculture in midlatitude and adjacent lowland humid regions of Middle America, largely because Archaic period sites of foragers and early agriculturalists are difficult to locate. There may be several reasons for archaeologists’ difficulty in finding Archaic sites. Settlement may have been ephemeral; it may have occurred in areas different from those of later periods, or it may be buried below sediments or water as a result of the post-glacial rise in sea level. Another problem is that macrobotanical remains are rarely preserved in humid tropical environments. New evidence has shown that the key to understanding this early episode of lowland prehistory lies in combining paleoecological and archaeological research, including analyses of sediments in cores from perennially wet environments where preservation is good. Paleoecological investigations can detect human occupation even in the absence of sites. Such evidence comes in the form of vegetation disturbance including charcoal from burning for forest clearance and the pollen and phytoliths (species-specific silica structures) of domesticated plants. The view now emerging is that parallel developments involving deforestation and experimentation in the cultivation of a variety of plants, including maize, occurred in the highlands and lowlands prior to 3000 B.C.

There is mounting evidence that the origins of Mesoamerican plant domestication lie not in the dry highlands as previously thought but in the warmer, wetter, midlatitude habitats of the Pacific slope of southwestern Mexico (Piperno and Pearsall 1993). Long ago Carl Sauer (1941) predicted that the origins of Mexican agriculture should be sought in the seasonally wet Pacific slopes of southern Mexico because of the ecological requirements of maize, beans, and squash; evidence from a variety of sources substantiates his view. Genetic (allozyme) as well as morphological (phytolith) studies indicate that domestic maize most closely resembles wild teosinte from...
the Río Balsas drainage of Guerrero and that this area was the hearthland of maize (Benz 1994; Doebley 1990; Piperno and Pearsall 1993). The common bean (Phaseolus) (Gepts et al. 1986) may have been domesticated in an area of Jalisco only about 195 km from populations of teosinte thought to be ancestral to maize (Doebley 1990). Moreover, the squash Cucurbita sororia, which also occurs in the thorn scrub vegetation in this area, may be the wild ancestor of the cultigen Cucurbita argyrosperma. Although there is less information on root crops, the domestication of tubers such as sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) and perhaps also manioc (Manihot esculenta) may have taken place in southwestern Mexico as well (Hawkes 1989; Rogers 1963, 1965).

Unfortunately, no direct archaeological evidence for early domestication in southwestern Mexico is currently available. Here we discuss evidence that is emerging from the tropical lowlands of Middle America that focuses largely on maize. We use maize as an indicator of domestication because it is easier to trace in the archaeological record than many other plants.

Some of the best data on early manipulation of plants come from the Santa María watershed of central Panama, a habitat similar to the Río Balsas. Experimentation with root (e.g., arrowroot, Marananta arundinacea) and palm tree crops (e.g., Acrocomia vinifera) occurred prior to 5000 B.C. and was accompanied by increasing forest disturbance between 10,000 and 6000 B.C. (Cooke and Ranere 1992; Piperno 1989). The seed crop maize first appeared between 5000 and 4000 B.C. Deforestation in Panama accelerated after maize was introduced, and large areas were denuded by 2000 B.C., presumably at least in part because of cultivation (Piperno 1989). Nucleated, sedentary villages appeared in flood plains of the coastal plain river valleys by the first millennium B.C. (Hansell 1987).

The rapid spread of maize to Panama, probably from the Río Balsas (Doebley 1990), raises the question of what happened in humid lowland tropical forest areas in intervening zones. Archaeologists have recovered palynological, macrobotanical, and bone isotope evidence for maize as well as tree crops such as avocado and palms in Costa Rica, western Honduras, and Chiapas and Tabasco, Mexico, dating to 2500–2000 B.C. (Blake et al. 1992b; Hoopes 1991; Rue 1988; Rust and Leyden 1994). An excellent archaeological record of Late Archaic and Early Formative settlement exists in the southern region of the Pacific coast of Chiapas (Blake et al. 1992a, 1992b; Clark 1994; Voorhies et al. 1991). Here some groups may have taken up maize cultivation to a greater extent than others. For example, although residents of the Mazatán zone of coastal Chiapas intensified settlement and adopted paraphernalia used to assert social ranking (such as mirror headdresses and finely made pottery) by 1600 B.C., analysis of human bone chemistry has revealed relatively low maize consumption. In contrast, the same bone chemistry study revealed that earlier (ca. 2000 B.C.) Late Archaic people close by in the Acatetahuia region may have eaten more maize than did the people of Mazatán. The latter may have consumed small amounts of maize in ritual contexts, perhaps as beer at big-man feasts celebrating lineage ancestors, but they also consumed beans, avocados (Feddema 1993), and perhaps root crops as well. They continued to utilize aquatic resources in marshes and river estuaries (Blake et al. 1992b).

A similar scenario may apply to the Bari phase settlements near La Venta in Tabasco (Rust and Leyden 1994; Rust and Sharer 1988). Excavation in Late Archaic to Early Formative settlements dated between 2250 and 1750 B.C. indicated a subsistence base of aquatic resources (fish, turtle, and mollusks), palms (Orbignya cohune), and plants of the bean family (Fabaceae) as well as maize. Variability in both pollen and macrobotanical remains of maize suggested ongoing experimentation with its cultivation, and the crop became much more significant by the Middle Formative period when La Venta flourished as a major center. These early settlements near La Venta, like those elsewhere in the Tabasco coastal plain (e.g., Sisson 1970), occupied predominantly wetland sites. Stratigraphy suggests significant environmental change from tidal mudflat and mangrove forest to inland, freshwater swamp (Rust and Leyden 1994:187) that would have had an effect on the human economic base. Pollen data from the Olmec region of Veracruz hint at Archaic period introduction of maize, but the pos-
Figure 2. Map of northern Belize showing our coring and excavation sites (circles) in wetlands and offshore near the present-day settlements of Corozal and Consejo. Sites with early Middle Formative period (ca. 1000–800 B.C.) occupation (triangles) are abundant in this region.

Sibility of erroneous radiocarbon dates (the old carbon effect) has prevented confirmation of early cultigens (Byrne and Horn 1989).

In sum, the data for tropical lowland environments of Middle America indicate that detectable forest disturbance accompanied by manipulation of plants occurred as early as 10,000 B.C. in central Panama. Similar developments may have taken place in other areas, although we may not be able to trace such human activity. Those plants that later became the dominant crops in Middle America were probably first domesticated in areas of southwest Mexico that are more lowland than highland sometime before 5000–4000 B.C. These hearthland environments were similar to those to which crops such as maize first spread in Panama by 4000 B.C. Maize was later adopted in humid lowland environments and in arid highland areas beginning ca. 3500 B.C. People in some regions may have taken up maize as late as 1500–1000 B.C.

The most striking finding of the combined paleoecological and archaeological research in tropical lowland environments is the degree of agricultural intensification and deforestation that occurred in all areas from ca. 2000–1000 B.C. (e.g., Piperno 1989; Rue 1988). This disturbance appears to have been the work of shifting cultivators living in impermanent settlements and seems to have followed on the adoption of exogenous seed crops such as maize (Piperno et al. 1991).

Methods

We undertook a program of excavation and coring of freshwater wetlands in northern Belize (Figure 2) in four field seasons from 1991 to 1995 to investigate the transition to agriculture in the Maya Lowlands. Excavations (Figure 3) were
undertaken at Pulltrouser, Cob, Pat, and Douglas Swamps using pumps to dig well below the dry-season water table. Excavations focused on surface features, identified in aerial photographs, that appeared to be ancient canals. Eight trenches were placed perpendicular to the suspected canals in order to reveal any subsurface human modifications related to the surface features. The use of pumps also allowed us to wet-screen (1/8 inch) much of the excavated earth, thus greatly improving artifact recovery. We processed soil for macrobotanical studies by using flotation techniques and took samples for pollen, molluskan, and soil chemistry studies. Data from these excavations complement our previous excavations at San Antonio, Santa Cruz, and Lagarto on Albion Island (Pohl et al. 1990; Pohl and Bloom 1996) and provide a regional perspective on Maya wetland use in northern Belize.

We conducted a coring program with a vibra-core unit along the lower reaches of the Hondo and New Rivers to amplify the excavation data. We tested for late Holocene sea level changes that may have affected the cultivation of wetland soils in the area by extending our core transects into Chetumal Bay. We did extensive coring close to our excavations at Cob and Pulltrouser Swamps. The combined result of the excavation and coring is a complete stratigraphic sequence with abundant radiocarbon dates, pollen, and artifacts ranging from about 6000 B.C. to the present. Our chronological control is superior to previous Maya coring and excavation programs (e.g., Deevey et al. 1979; MacNeish 1986, 1992; Vaughan et al. 1985; Zeitlin 1984). We took our cores in terrestrial wetland environments close to our excavations, thus allowing us to correlate strata in the two data sets directly. The deep, well-stratified deposits and good preservation in wet environments provided us with excellent materials to date. We obtained 40 new radiocarbon dates (Table 1) from bulk sediments, peats, and terrestrial wood, and we cross-validated the radiocarbon chronology with associated Late Archaic occupation is about 2 m below ground surface. Hatched area marks organic wetland soil; the lower strata contain evidence of early agriculture. Calendar dates show stratigraphic position of dated samples and are given as the calibrated intercept date (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab No.</th>
<th>Excavations</th>
<th>Radiocarbon Age B.P.</th>
<th>(^{13}C/^{12}C)</th>
<th>Calibrated 1 Sigma</th>
<th>Intercep</th>
<th>Provenience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Beta-57819</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>1230 ± 70</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
<td>A.D. 695–885</td>
<td>A.D. 790</td>
<td>C3-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Beta-59913</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>1390 ± 90</td>
<td>-27.0</td>
<td>A.D. 610–700</td>
<td>A.D. 660</td>
<td>C1-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Beta-48992</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>3810 ± 90</td>
<td>-27.6</td>
<td>B.C. 2400–2125</td>
<td>B.C. 2210</td>
<td>P1/3-211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Beta-67641</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4220 ± 70</td>
<td>-30.7</td>
<td>B.C. 2900–2860</td>
<td>B.C. 2880</td>
<td>C1X-155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Beta-57910</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>4430 ± 70</td>
<td>-25.3</td>
<td>B.C. 3300–3235</td>
<td>B.C. 3045</td>
<td>C3-155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lab No.</th>
<th>Radiocarbon Age B.P.</th>
<th>$^{14}C/^C$</th>
<th>Calibrated 1 Sigma</th>
<th>Calibrated Intercept</th>
<th>Provenience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26. Beta-58356 Sediment</td>
<td>2750 ± 100</td>
<td>-27.0</td>
<td>B.C. 1000–810</td>
<td>B.C. 890</td>
<td>PT9-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Beta-58358 Sediment</td>
<td>3130 ± 70</td>
<td>-26.2</td>
<td>B.C. 1440–1305</td>
<td>B.C. 1405</td>
<td>PT9-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Beta-50553 Sediment</td>
<td>3770 ± 70</td>
<td>-25.6</td>
<td>B.C. 2290–2110</td>
<td>B.C. 2175</td>
<td>PT9-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Beta-57575 Sediment</td>
<td>4750 ± 60</td>
<td>-28.1</td>
<td>B.C. 3635–3500</td>
<td>B.C. 3635</td>
<td>CB3-359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Beta-50732 Peat</td>
<td>5660 ± 70</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
<td>B.C. 4550–4445</td>
<td>B.C. 4485</td>
<td>CR4b-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Beta-51636 Peat</td>
<td>5930 ± 70</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>B.C. 4910–4750</td>
<td>B.C. 4810</td>
<td>PT9-215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Beta-71948* Sediment</td>
<td>6310 ± 90</td>
<td>-22.6</td>
<td>B.C. 5310–5210</td>
<td>B.C. 5260</td>
<td>SR1-198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Beta-51181 Sediment</td>
<td>7120 ± 100</td>
<td>-18.0</td>
<td>B.C. 6015–5855</td>
<td>B.C. 5965</td>
<td>CN4-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Beta-50731 Peat</td>
<td>7140 ± 70</td>
<td>-19.9</td>
<td>B.C. 6005–5945</td>
<td>B.C. 5975</td>
<td>CN3-215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All samples were run at Beta Analytic, are $^{14}C/^C$ corrected, and are reported as radiocarbon years before present (B.P.). The * after the lab number indicates an AMS date; all others are conventional dates. Calibration for 1 sigma was provided by Beta Analytic (Stuiver and Reimer 1993; Talma and Vogel 1993; Vogel et al. 1993). Proveniences are given with a single-letter code for excavation sites and double-letter code for cores, followed by the unit or core number, and the depth (cm) below datum (after the dash). Mean depths are given for dated material collected within an interval. C or CB = Cob, P or PT = Pulltrouser, D or DE = Douglas East, DW = Douglas West, SM = San Maximo, SR = Santa Rosa, CR = Corozal, CN = Consejo.

Archaic to Middle Formative period lithic and ceramic artifacts.

The Introduction of Agriculture

A single maize (Zea mays) pollen grain was found at a depth of 180 cm in the Cob Swamp excavation, just below a radiocarbon date of 3360 cal B.C. (Beta-56775, Table 1) at 171 cm. Additional maize pollen grains were recovered from depths of 160, 150, and 110 cm. Maize pollen first appears as a single grain in the Cob-3 core at a depth of 325 cm, above which it is consistently represented by a count of 1–4 grains per sample. The radiocarbon calibrated intercept dates for the peaty sediment from the interval between 357 and 360 cm are 3635, 3500, and 3385 B.C. (Beta-57575). The calibrated intercept date from the peaty sediment between 297 and 305 cm is 1630 B.C. (Beta-57574). Assumimg constant sedimentation rates and mean age values for the intervals
Figure 4. Pollen (percent of total, tick marks every 5 percent) and particulate charcoal (concentration [x 100,000] of particles in the range 5–50 μm, tick marks every 5 units) record for the Cob-3 core from Cob Swamp. Depth below water surface is indicated in centimeters. Pollen analyzed in 5-cm intervals between 90 and 405 cm. Note rapid decline of high forest trees (Moraceae) and rise in Cheno-Ams (plants in the Chenopodiaceae family and Amaranthus genus) and particulate charcoal at a depth of about 330 cm. Cultigen pollen first appears at 355 cm but becomes more common above 330 cm. Radiocarbon dates are Beta-57575 and Beta-57574 (Table 1). See text for discussion of core dates and the first appearance of cultigens.

in question, the first appearance of maize dates to about 2400 B.C. in the Cob-3 core. Maize pollen first appears much later in the Pulltrouser-9 core (65 cm depth, ca. 890 cal B.C.) and the Douglas West-9 core (60 cm depth, ca. 520 cal B.C.). These findings emphasize the need for extensive sampling when investigating early agriculture, because cultigen pollen is by nature rare, and any single core or excavation may not contain a complete record.

The Late Archaic maize pollen from Cob Swamp is morphologically similar to the earliest (ca. 2500 B.C.) maize pollen from Cobweb Swamp near Colha (Jones 1991, 1994). These early maize pollen grains are smaller and have a distinctly thicker exine than do grains from later, Middle Formative period levels. The size and the presence of uniformly distributed intertectile columnella (Whitehead and Langham 1965) confirms that these early fossil grains are maize, yet they are clearly different from the thin-walled grains found in Middle Formative period and later sediments. Similar differences between early (ca. 2250–1750 B.C.) and later (Middle Formative) maize pollen have been reported from the coastal wetland site near La Venta in Tabasco, Mexico, discussed above (Rust and Leyden 1994). It remains to be determined whether the early maize pollen from Belize represents a less evolved form of this cultigen, as Rust and Leyden (1994) suggested for the morphologically distinct pollen from near La Venta. The implication may be that the spread of maize to the tropical lowlands occurred early in the domestication process.

Single pollen grains comparing favorably to domesticated manioc (Manihot esculenta) were recovered from depths of 355 and 185 cm in the Cob-3 core. Micromorphological features indicate that these grains are from the genus Manihot and not from a related genus such as Croton or Cnidoscolus, although positive specific identification cannot be made at this time. The fragmented fossil grain found at 355 cm is extremely large, like modern domesticated manioc grains. Once again, if we assume constant sedimentation rates and mean ages, the first appearance of manioc dates to about 3400 B.C.
Manioc pollen also is reported from near the site of Colha at Cobweb Swamp, where it first appeared ca. 2500 B.C. (Jones 1991, 1994). Although the possibility remains that these fossil manioc grains from northern Belize represent a nondomesticated species of *Manihot*, their appearance nearly con­temporaneous with maize and shortly before the spread of deforestation (see below) strongly sug­gests that the manioc was cultivated.

The combined core and excavation data from Cob Swamp suggest that both maize and manioc were introduced prior to 3000 B.C. and possibly as early as 3400 B.C. Maize cultivation became common after 2400 B.C. If one considers the counting statistics and calibration uncertainties inherent with radiocarbon dates, as well as errors related to interpolating between dates, the actual date for the appearance of cultigens could be a few hundred years earlier or later, but these are our best estimates. These are the earliest dates for these two cultigens in the Maya Lowlands. The abundance of Moraceae tree pollen and the paucity of other vegetation types prior to 3000 B.C. in the Cob core (Figure 4) and excavations indicate that the introduction of crops took place at a time when high tropical forest dominated the regional vegetation, and disturbance was minor. Dramatic forest disturbance began about 2500 B.C., as indicated by pollen records from our deep cores at Cob and Pulltrouser Swamps and by cores elsewhere in northern Belize (Hansen 1990; Jones 1991; Wiseman 1990). This event coincides with the common occurrence of maize pollen, the expansion of disturbance vegetation (Poaceae, Asteraceae, *Borreria* sp., *Trema* sp., *Typha* sp., and Cheno-Ams [plants in the Chenopodiaceae family and *Amaranthus* genus]), a marked decline in Moraceae tree pollen (upland forest trees), and an abrupt increase in fragments of particulate car­bon (charcoal) (Figure 4). We interpret these events as evidence for a rapid and extensive expansion of agriculture that included maize as a significant crop.

This early agriculture occurred in the context of a mixed indigenous economy that included hunting and fishing that is best represented by the lower levels of our Pulltrouser Swamp excava­tions. Here we recovered a Lowe projectile point (Figure 5A) that is nearly identical to those from other probable Late Archaic sites in Belize (Kelley 1993). The point was dated by associated wood to 2210 cal B.C. (Beta-48992) and was found with abundant chert debitage from tool manufacturing. Along with the tools and debitage, we found the remains of freshwater fish (*Cichlasoma* sp., *Ictalurus* sp., *Synbranchus* sp.), snakes (Colubridae), small mammals such as armadillo (*Dasypus novemcinctus*), and espe-
Figure 6. Water level/sea level rise in northern Belize based on calibrated radiocarbon dates (Table 1). Black soil is the now-buried organic-rich horizon with abundant evidence of wetland agriculture, and it first began to form ca. 3000 B.C. Dashed line gives the proposed water level fluctuations, but uncertainties in water depths and radiocarbon ages preclude exact reconstruction. Note rapid rise ca. 6000–4000 B.C. and overlap of terrestrial (circles) and marine (triangles) dates. Water levels stabilized around 3000 B.C. and may have dropped slightly between 3000 and 1000 B.C. when wetland agriculture was introduced. Water levels began to rise again ca. 1000 B.C. The black soil surface became permanently inundated ca. 200 B.C., after which most wetland fields were probably abandoned. Depths of terrestrial dates are below the 1991 dry season water table, which was an average year for rainfall. Marine dates from Chetumal Bay are below mean sea level. Marine date of 2340 ± 80 years B.P. calibrated to ca. 400 B.C. is from Rasmussen et al. (1993); all other dates are from this study. Three stratigraphically inconsistent dates (date 1 Beta-67643, date 11 Beta-59915, and date 19 Beta-57816) and the human bone date (date 5 Beta-74098) have been omitted, the latter because its relationship to the land surface at the time of deposition is uncertain. The two dates from the Cob-3 core (date 28 Beta-57574 and date 32 Beta-57575) also have been omitted because these dates are from peaty marl originally deposited well below the water surface.

Our soil and botanical data reveal that the introduction of agriculture in northern Belize coincided with changes in the environment, the most significant of which was the deforestation noted above as well as a rise in groundwater levels. In most of our flood-plain and offshore cores we detected an ancient organic soil (Figure 3) that formed near the water table during a past period of stable water levels. The high organic carbon content of this wetland soil, as well as the pieces of charcoal and waterlogged wood contained in it, allowed us to use radiocarbon techniques to date the soil and by extension the rise in groundwater or sea level (Figure 6).

Our water level estimates are based on the assumption that the organic material yielding the radiocarbon ages was originally deposited within the zone of seasonal inundation, a condition necessary to form the black, organic-rich soil. Macrobotanical remains from the offshore cores indicate that the buried organic-rich soil is mangrove peat. Inland this soil represents either a freshwater marsh or a swamp forest environment (see details below). The depth of a carbon sample below the current dry-season water table should, therefore, approximate the position of the water table at the time corresponding to the radiocarbon
age. We place the ancient water table just above the youngest date obtained for a given time period, because compaction and subsidence could result in ultimate burial of a sample below the water table, but such processes are unlikely to result in a sample being deposited significantly above the dry-season water table. For example, compaction and subsidence probably account for the rather low position of several of the Pulltrouser-9 core dates (most notably dates 27, 29, and 30 in Figure 6), a typical process in thick sequences of peat such as that found in Pulltrouser Swamp. The radiocarbon dates from the sediments that filled the abandoned canals (date 4 Beta-59917 and date 24 Beta-58359) were deposited below the water surface, and therefore the positions of these samples also fall below our projected water table. We have omitted the two dates from the Cob-3 core (date 28 Beta-57574 and date 32 Beta-57575) because they are from peaty marls, not buried soils, and were originally deposited well below the water surface. Caution must be taken in interpreting our water table estimates because uncertainties in both the exact position of the water table relative to a given sample and in the true age of a sample make our estimates approximate.

Our offshore coring records a minimum sea level rise of about 3 m over the past 7,000 years. This change is matched by a 3-m rise in the water table of the interior over the same period (Figure 6). We propose, as others have (e.g., Alcala-Harrera et al. 1994; Antoine et al. 1982; High 1975), that the water table rise was caused by the rise in sea level. The freshwater aquifer in northern Belize, as elsewhere in the Yucatán Peninsula (e.g., Doehring and Butler 1974), is floating on seawater. Any change in sea level would therefore cause groundwater levels in the interior to rise or fall.

The water table rose abruptly between 6000 and 3000 B.C., creating mangrove swamps and later freshwater lagoons in the depressions and flood plains. Excavations at Cob and Pulltrouser Swamps uncovered waterlogged trees that once grew on the swamp margin but were apparently killed and preserved by the rapid rise in water levels ca. 3000 B.C. These drowned trees included *Aspidosperma* sp. and *Manilkara achras*, which do not grow well in permanently waterlogged soils. Mangrove (probably mostly *Rhizophora mangle*) peats were found in the base of several cores, and in some locations they were overlain by peats associated with water lily (*Nymphaea* sp.) and sawgrass (*Cladium jamaicense*) communities.

A swamp forest developed on the edge of the marsh between about 2500 and 1300 B.C., and a soil horizon formed from which we recovered charcoal from *Haemotoxylon campechianum* (logwood), *Bucida buceras* (bullet tree), and *Bactris* sp. (spiny palm), all of which are commonly found in the swamp forests of the region today. The thickness of this buried organic-rich soil suggests several centuries of stable water levels.

The organic soil became a primary resource for farmers when the water levels stabilized or possibly receded somewhat ca. 1500 B.C. (Figure 6). This brief reversal in water levels may reflect a regional low sea level ca. 1500 B.C., which is documented elsewhere along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico coasts (e.g., Fletcher et al. 1993; Stapor et al. 1991). We suggest that such a lowering of water levels in northern Belize may have made it possible for farmers to cultivate fertile, organic wetland soils that were previously too wet to farm.

**Agricultural Intensification in Wetlands**

Farmers intensified activity in the fertile organic soils in the swamp edge environment between 1500 and 1300 B.C., cutting and burning swamp forest vegetation as indicated by the abundant charcoal from swamp forest trees. Charcoal from a large burned tree in a wetland field at Pulltrouser Swamp dates to 1275 cal B.C. (Beta-50733). Wetland land use included maize agriculture, since we recovered maize pollen in these organic soils at Cob and Pulltrouser Swamps as well as both pollen (Wiseman 1990) and stem charcoal (Miksicek 1990) in the soils at San Antonio. Grinding implements (manos and metates) found in the organic soils in four of our excavation localities provide supporting evidence for maize cultivation. Farmers tended a variety of plants in addition to maize, as indicated by squash (*Cucurbita* sp.) and bottle gourd (*Lagenaria* sp.).
phytoliths recovered from the soils at Pulltrouser Swamp.

The black, organic soil contained abundant evidence of cultural activity, and the frequency with which grinding implements occurred might suggest that farmers were living in or near their fields. We found chert tools such as biface axes and a constricted uniface (adze) (Figure 5B), which, according to edge wear analysis (Hudler and Lohse 1994), was probably used to chop wood. These lithics correlate with similar assemblages reported from the site of Colha (Hester et al. 1993; Iceland et al. 1995; Lohse 1992; Wood 1990). Ceramics first appear in the black soil at Pulltrouser Swamp in levels dated by radiocarbon to 1500–1300 cal B.C., but they are rare and undiagnostic. Ceramics are more abundant in the black soil at Cob Swamp, where they were associated with a disarticulated human skeleton dated to 890 cal B.C. (Beta-74098). These Cob Swamp ceramics are stylistically similar to early Middle Formative Maya ceramic types of the region. The ceramics and lithics were commonly found deposited with faunal remains, most notably white-tailed (Odocoileus virginianus) and brocket (Mazama americana) deer. The forest disturbance evident in the pollen data explains the presence of white-tailed deer, which thrive in such edge environments (Leopold 1972).

The skeleton at Cob Swamp—a young woman in her early twenties, apparently in good health—lay in a small natural depression. Carbon isotope analysis of the human bone (-24.8 o/oo, Beta-74098, Table 1) suggests that maize was not a major part of her diet. Contemporaneous skeletons from Swasey phase contexts at the Cuello site indicate a diet of about 35% maize (van der Merwe 1994). These data, along with those from Chiapas discussed above, further demonstrate that the early consumption of maize was a complicated issue. In the Maya Lowlands they hint that maize was more common at higher-status centers with architecture, although we need a larger sample of human bone to investigate regional dietary patterns more thoroughly.

Farmers probably initially engaged in wetland cultivation during the dry season when the water table rose after 1300 B.C. (Figure 6), and high water levels apparently forced some wetland farmers to drain their fields with canals. Traces of canals have been found at Douglas Swamp (Figure 3) as well as at San Antonio (Pohl et al. 1990). We uncovered evidence for minor ditching at Cob Swamp, but we found no evidence for hydraulic manipulation at Pulltrouser and Pat Swamps. Ditching had begun at Cob Swamp by about 1000 cal B.C., judging from a radiocarbon date (Beta-57573) from organic muck in the bottom of a small ditch (Figure 3). The initial construction of canals appears to be coeval with the emergence of Maya complex society in the Middle Formative period (1000–400 B.C.), a view consistent with our earlier work near San Antonio on Albion Island (Pohl et al. 1990) and recent work near Colha (Jacob 1992, 1995a).

Canal systems in northern Belize are, however, not as widespread as was previously reported (e.g., Siemens 1982; Turner and Harrison 1983), because our excavations encountered several examples of apparent wetland fields that turned out to be naturally elevated hummocks. We excavated trenches across what appeared to be surface expressions of canals at Pulltrouser, Pat, and Cob Swamps, but we found that the features were depressions between natural hummocks with no evidence of canal excavation. These natural hummocks are common along wetland margins in northern Belize and have formed through a process of dry season precipitation of carbonate and sulfate over preexisting microrelief (Jacob 1995b; Pope et al. 1996). We found that rectilinear patterns of mounded relief are unreliable indicators of buried canal systems.

Water levels continued to rise, causing the submergence and subsequent abandonment of wetland fields during the Late Formative period (400 B.C.–A.D. 250), as indicated by our water level curve (Figure 6) and by a radiocarbon date (cal A.D. 240, Beta-58359) from a silted in canal at Douglas (Figure 3). These findings also are consistent with our previous work near San Antonio (e.g., Pohl et al. 1990) in indicating that the Maya abandoned wetland agriculture by the Early Classic period.

A colluvial and evaporitic deposit (Maya Clay, Figure 3) fills the canals, covers the fields, and
postdates wetland agriculture. This deposit contains slope wash from upland soil erosion (Pope et al. 1996), which may reflect a shift in emphasis to intensive upland cultivation during the Classic period. Radiocarbon dates from charcoal, presumably washed into the swamps and found near the base of the Maya Clay, date as recently as cal A.D. 790 (Beta-58355), indicating that most of the Maya Clay was deposited after the Late Classic period (A.D. 600–800). Radiocarbon dates (cal A.D. 960 and A.D. 891) from the Maya Clay at Cobweb Swamp (Jacob 1995a) corroborate this view.

Although this Late to Terminal Classic period episode of erosion may be a regional phenomenon, our explanation of the origin and evolution of wetland agriculture does not apply to the cultivation of seasonal wetlands at higher elevations removed from the influence of sea level. Nevertheless, we question whether these interior wetlands, most notably the bajos of the central Maya region, were ever intensively cultivated (Pope and Dahlin 1989, 1993). Given our findings that rectilinear surface patterns can be natural phenomena and that similar linear patterns of gilgai do occur in the bajos of the Petén region of Guatemala (Jacob 1995b), the presence of Maya canals beyond northern Belize remains to be demonstrated conclusively.

Discussion

A dichotomy has arisen between those who view the origins of agriculture in terms of an economic buffering strategy (e.g., Flannery 1986) and those who view it in terms of a strategy to manipulate social relationships in the context of emerging political hierarchies (e.g., Hayden 1990). These two broad perspectives are really opposite ends of a continuum encompassing a range of explanations for the transition to agriculture. Both factors influence cultural evolution, although in varying degrees at different times in distinct contexts. Moreover, the reason a plant was originally domesticated may be different from why it was adopted elsewhere (Blake et al. 1992a). In central Panama, for example (Piperno 1989; Piperno et al. 1991), people initially may have manipulated resources beginning as early as 10,000 B.C. by burning to increase disturbance vegetation that includes tubers, as well as woody and herbaceous plants valued for leaves or fruits, and even by planting a species such as arrowroot outside its native habitat. The intention may have been to reduce risk by increasing carbohydrate food sources, which naturally occur in low densities and are seasonally scarce. The early dissemination of maize as far south as Panama may underlie subsistence problems inherent to the tropical forest. Pollen studies from Panama (Bartlett and Barghoorn 1973) suggest that cooler and drier climates prevailed between ca. 6000 and 2700 B.C., and shortages of foods may have been even more acute than they are today. With the stabilization of the economic base over time, crops such as maize may have come to be associated with competition for land and use of food to manipulate social relations in the context of emerging social hierarchies. Such a scenario might explain the early appearance of pottery ca. 2900 B.C. in central Panama (Cooke 1984, 1995; Willey and McGimsey 1954) and the deforestation that had occurred by 2000 B.C. Similarly, in coastal Chiapas, Mexico, people who had a stable subsistence economy based on aquatic resources, tree crops, and possibly also tubers may have adopted maize for feasting by 1600 B.C. (Blake et al. 1992b). Such a scenario would explain the restricted use of maize at Mazatán.

The reasons for adoption of cultivation in the Maya Lowlands were undoubtedly complex and varied. The location of Late Archaic settlements near swamp margins where abundant fauna, edible wild plants, fertile soil, and water would have been available suggests that early populations were trying to concentrate and stabilize their subsistence resources (cf. Flannery 1986). Maize may have been an easily transportable, quick, low-effort crop that could be eaten at various stages of its development, and the seeds are storable, thus enhancing economic security. The deforestation that occurred along with the introduction of agriculture may represent attempts to further reduce subsistence risk through the enhancement of disturbed habitats favored by such plants as tubers and such animals as white-tailed deer.

Nevertheless, the rapid decimation of the forests after 2500 B.C. suggests heightened com-
petition for resources. Foreigners, i.e., the Maya, may have been entering the lowlands at this time. Glottochronology (Kaufman 1974) suggests that the ancestor of Yucatec Maya split off from the prototypical language in the Guatemalan highlands no later than 2100–1800 B.C. The reconstructed language indicates that the Maya who entered the lowlands, possibly about this time, were well-established maize farmers who brought corn agriculture with them, although they may have found that the local people were already growing the crop. Highly productive soils were just forming, providing new opportunities for attaining economic security and even creating relative affluence that could be negotiated into prestige and political control (see Clark 1994; Clark and Blake 1994). Maize would have been attractive to self-aggrandizing chiefs because it could be transformed into a variety of attractive feast foods, and its storability would have allowed them maximum latitude in timing political events to their advantage. Thus, the use of food in the acquisition of prestige (cf. Hayden 1990) may characterize the subsequent stages of agriculture in the Maya Lowlands. Some support for this hypothesis comes from the initial data suggesting that corn consumption was greater at higher-status centers such as Cuello than in rural areas such as Cob Swamp in early Middle Formative times.

Conclusions
The development of agriculture in the Maya Lowlands of northern Belize shows parallels with other tropical regions as well as with the highlands of central Mexico. The first domesticates in northern Belize, manioc and maize, appeared perhaps as early as 3400 B.C. Our early date for maize is nearly contemporaneous with the 3500 B.C. dates from the earliest maize cobs in highland Mexico (Fritz 1994; Long et al. 1989). In conjunction with data from further south in Panama (Piperno 1989) and Honduras (Rue 1988), it demonstrates that lowland areas of Middle America were dynamic centers of economic change in the Holocene era (Piperno et al. 1991).

Human manipulation of vegetation began as early as 10,000 B.C. in central Panama (Cook and Ranere 1992; Piperno 1989). The presence of maize there by 5000–4000 B.C. implies that this crop initially must have been domesticated from indigenous teosinte in the midlatitude region of the Rio Balsas drainage by 5000 B.C. Subsequently, maize spread to parts of the semi-arid highlands and humid lowlands of Middle America by 3500–3400 B.C. The fact that there was variability in maize consumption within an area such as northern Belize as late as ca. 900 B.C. and that people in some highland and lowland regions grew little or no maize until 1500–1000 B.C. underlines the complexity of the issue of maize cultivation.

Although our interpretations of the earliest phase of human activities in Belize are based solely upon the pollen record, the archaeological data are more extensive for the end of the Late Archaic period. Settlements such as the one we excavated at Pulltrouser Swamp that produced distinctive stone tools may have been common; apparently population levels had reached an archaeological visibility “threshold” given the several lithic sites recently assigned to this period (Hester et al. 1993; Iceland et al. 1995; Kelley 1993). Late Archaic people may have settled around swamp margins because of the rich faunal, plant, soil, and water resources that they found there.

The development of agriculture in the Old World as well as in many areas of the New World, even in arid regions such as Tehuacán, had an early focus on hydromorphic soils (Sherratt 1980). We view Maya wetland agriculture as having had a similar focus, representing one of the earliest Maya farming strategies.

By 2500 B.C. northern Belize was undergoing rapid deforestation best explained as the result of spreading maize agriculture. At the dawn of the Maya era the Moraceae component of the forests (Figure 4) was mostly lost, and the Moraceae never regenerated despite later depopulation and reforestation prior to the last century.

Our findings on Maya wetland agriculture challenge earlier interpretations (e.g., Turner and Harrison 1983) that wetlands in Belize were first cultivated in the Late Formative period and were used extensively in the Classic period (A.D. 250–900) in response to population growth and demands for increased food production. We propose instead that the introduction of wetland agri-
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**Notes**

1. Our radiocarbon chronology for vegetation changes in northern Belize is remarkably similar to that obtained by Deevey and his co-workers (e.g., Deevey et al. 1979; Vaughan et al. 1985) from the Petén Lakes region of Guatemala. The Petén radiocarbon chronology was rejected by the investigators as being too old because of effects of “old carbon” from carbonates. Our findings suggest that the original Petén Lakes chronology should be reconsidered.

2. Seasonal water table fluctuations, coupled with slowly rising water levels, caused calcium carbonate (calcite) and sulfate (gypsum) to be precipitated in the wetland soils because the groundwater in this area is nearly saturated with bicarbonate and sulfate. These two precipitates constitute 60–90% of the sediments that make up the mounds overlying the fields and are largely responsible for their “raised” appearance. The calcite and gypsum occur as disseminated crystals, veins, and large concretions 1–3 cm in diameter. The precipitates give the soil a mottled appearance and a variable, coarse texture, which in part led Turner and Harrison (1983) to erroneously interpret these sediments as artificial fill.
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